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Fourth-order many-body corrections to matrix elements for atoms with one valence electron are
derived. The obtained diagrams are classified using coupled-cluster-inspired separation into con-
tributions from n-particle excitations from the lowest-order wavefunction. The complete set of
fourth-order diagrams involves only connected single, double, and triple excitations and discon-
nected quadruple excitations. Approximately half of the fourth-order diagrams are not accounted
for by the popular coupled-cluster method truncated at single and double excitations (CCSD). Ex-
plicit formulae are tabulated for the entire set of fourth-order diagrams missed by the CCSD method
and its linearized version, i.e. contributions from connected triple and disconnected quadruple ex-
citations. A partial summation scheme of the derived fourth-order contributions to all orders of
perturbation theory is proposed.
PACS numbers: 31.15.Md,31.15.Dv,31.25.-v
I. INTRODUCTION
Atomic tests of the low-energy electroweak sector of
the standard model require both high-precision measure-
ments and ab initio calculations of matching accuracy.
The most precise measurement to date of parity violation
in atoms has been carried by Wieman and co-workers us-
ing 133Cs. The accuracy of this experiment [1] is about
0.4%, while the relevant theoretical quantity is calculated
with 0.4-1% uncertainty, depending on the authors’s esti-
mates [2, 3]. A keen interest in reducing the uncertainties
is stimulated by a possible deviation of the resulting nu-
clear weak charge from the prediction of the standard
model. This deviation was first reported in Ref. [2] and
then scrutinized in Refs. [3]. Very recent analyses [3] of
parity violation in 133Cs focused on effects of the Breit in-
teraction, vacuum polarization, and neutron “skin”, each
contributing at the level of 0.2–0.6%. However, the ef-
fects of higher-order correlations beyond those consid-
ered in high-precision calculations by Dzuba et al. [4]
and Blundell et al. [5] remain to be understood. Here
we discuss in detail a possible extension to the method
employed in Ref. [5].
The key to the 1% accuracy achieved in Refs. [4, 5]
lies in the application of all-order methods based on rela-
tivistic many-body perturbation theory (MBPT). These
techniques, although summing certain classes of MBPT
diagrams to all orders of perturbation theory, still do
not account for an infinite number of residual diagrams.
It seems natural to augment a given all-order technique
with some of the omitted diagrams so that the formalism
is complete through a certain order of MBPT. To illus-
trate, the random-phase approximation (RPA) [6] fully
recovers second order matrix elements but does not sub-
sume all third-order diagrams. Among the omitted third-
order contributions so called Brueckner-orbital diagrams
∗Electronic address: andrei@unr.edu
are known to be numerically as important as the RPA
sequence (see, e.g., discussions in Refs. [7, 8]).
By the same virtue, certain diagrams starting from
the fourth order of MBPT are missed in the popular
coupled-cluster expansion [9, 10, 11] truncated at the sin-
gle and double level of excitations (CCSD), although all
third-order contributions are recovered [12]. It has been
shown [13] that one of the subsets of the fourth-order
terms missed by the CCSD method does contribute as
much as a few per cent to Cs hyperfine-structure con-
stants. At the same time, the considered subset leads
to worse theory-experiment agreement for electric-dipole
amplitudes [14]. We anticipate that a systematic ac-
counting of all omitted fourth-order contributions to ma-
trix elements in the CCSD method may lead to more
accurate ab initio results. Here we derive such compli-
mentary fourth-order many-body contributions for ma-
trix elements.
The paper is organized as follows. Basic starting
formulas and notation of many-body perturbation the-
ory (MBPT) are introduced in Section II. The linked-
diagram expansion specialized to atoms with a single va-
lence electron is discussed in Section III. The derived
wave-functions through the third order of MBPT are
discussed in Section IV and their relation to the trun-
cated coupled-cluster method in Section V. Finally, the
derived fourth-order corrections to matrix elements are
tabulated in the Appendix and classification of the di-
agrams is given in Section VI. Fig. 5 summarizes the
results of our work.
The fourth-order expressions presented here may be
useful for an analysis of completeness of all-order meth-
ods and for designs of a hierarchy of next-generation ap-
proximations in atomic many-body calculations. As an
example, we discuss all-order generalizations of the de-
rived fourth-order contributions.
2II. PARTITIONING OF THE ATOMIC
HAMILTONIAN
Here we briefly recap starting formulas of many-body
perturbation theory (MBPT) for atoms with one valence
electron. Our derivation in the fourth order of many-
body perturbation theory may be considered as an exten-
sion of the work by Blundell et al. [15]. They presented
formulas from first-, second-, and third-order perturba-
tion theory. For the convenience of the reader we keep
most of the original notation from Ref. [15].
The many-body Hamiltonian of an atomic system may
be represented as
H = H0 + VI =
(∑
i
hnuc(ri) +
∑
i
UHF(ri)
)
+
+

1
2
∑
i6=j
1
rij
−
∑
i
UHF(ri)

 , (1)
where hnuc includes the kinetic energy of an electron
and its interaction with the nucleus, UHF is the Hartree-
Fock potential, and the last term represents the residual
Coulomb interaction between electrons. The summations
go over all electrons in the system. In MBPT the first
part of the Hamiltonian is treated as the lowest-order
Hamiltonian H0 and the residual Coulomb interaction as
a perturbation VI .
For atoms with one valence electron outside a closed-
shell core the many-body wavefunction in the lowest or-
der |Ψ(0)v 〉 is a Slater determinant constructed from core
and valence single-particle orbitals uk which satisfy
(hnuc(r) + UHF(r)) uk(r) = εkuk(r) . (2)
The solutions of the above one-particle equation form a
basis for application of the formalism of second quantiza-
tion. In the second quantization the lowest-order Hamil-
tonian H0 and the perturbing residual Coulomb interac-
tion VI may be expressed as
H0 =
∑
i
εia
†
iai , (3)
VI =
1
2
∑
ijkl
gijkla
†
ia
†
jalak −
∑
ij
(UHF)ij a
†
iaj , (4)
where a†i and ai are creation and annihilation operators
for a one-particle state i.
The Coulomb integral gijkl is conventionally defined as
gijkl =
∫
u
†
i (r)u
†
j (r
′)
1
|r− r′|uk (r)ul (r
′) d3r d3r′ . (5)
The matrix elements of the Hartree-Fock potential may
be expressed in terms of the antisymmetrized Coulomb
integral g˜ijkl = gijkl − gijlk as
(UHF)ij =
∑
a
g˜iaja . (6)
Here the summation is over core orbitals; this potential
is the so-called frozen-core Hartree-Fock potential, i.e.,
first the core orbitals are calculated employing the self-
consistent Hartree-Fock procedure and then the rest of
the one-particle states are obtained using Eq. (6) without
varying the determined core orbitals. Finally, in the lan-
guage of second quantization the lowest-order wavefunc-
tion corresponds to |Ψ(0)v 〉 = a†v|0c〉, where v labels the
one-particle state of the valence electron and the quasi-
vacuum state |0c〉 describes the closed-shell core.
¿From a practical standpoint derivation of MBPT ex-
pressions is greatly simplified by the introduction of nor-
mal form of the operator products N [. . .] and by a subse-
quent application of the Wick theorem [11]. The notion
of normal products arises from separation of one-particle
states into two general categories - occupied in the quasi-
vacuum state |0c〉 ( i.e., core orbitals enumerated by let-
ters a, b, c, d ) and complementary excited states (indices
m,n, r, s). Unspecified orbitals are labelled by indices
i, j, k, and l. In this scheme the one-particle valence
states v and w are classified as excited orbitals.
With the normal products
H0 = E
(0)
c +
∑
i
εiN [a
†
iai] (7)
and
VI = E
(1)
c +
1
2
∑
ijkl
gijklN [a
†
ia
†
jalak] , (8)
where E
(0)
c =
∑
a εa and E
(1)
c = − 12
∑
a (UHF)aa; in the
following discussion we omit these nonessential offset con-
tributions.
It is worth noting that there is no one-body part of
the perturbation VI present in Eq. (8); this fact demon-
strates the utility of the frozen-core Hartree-Fock poten-
tial in MBPT. In Ref. [15], the case of a model poten-
tial differing from UHF was investigated explicitly and it
was found that the number of resulting diagrams is sub-
stantially larger than in the Hartree-Fock case. Due to
the very large number of diagrams in the fourth order,
here we restrict our attention to the practically impor-
tant frozen-core Hartree-Fock case.
III. LINKED-DIAGRAM EXPANSION
We proceed to the derivation of many-body contri-
butions to wavefunctions using the formalism of the
generalized Bloch equation [11]. The Bloch equation
is formulated for the wave operator Ωv which relates
the exact wavefunction |Ψv〉 to the lowest-order result
|Ψ(0)v 〉 = a†v|0c〉 as
|Ψv〉 = Ωv |Ψ(0)v 〉 . (9)
It should be noted that as defined, this exact wavefunc-
tion is not normalized, rather an intermediate normaliza-
tion scheme 〈Ψ(0)v |Ψv〉 = 1 is employed in the formalism.
3The exact correlation energy of the one-valence electron
system is given by
δE = 〈Ψ(0)v |VIΩv|Ψ(0)v 〉 . (10)
The wave-operator satisfies the linked-diagram version
of the generalized Bloch equation
[Ωv, H0] = {QVI Ωv − (Ωv − 1)P VI Ωv}linked , (11)
where the operator P = |Ψ(0)v 〉〈Ψ(0)v | projects on the
lowest-order wavefunction and Q = 1 − P is a com-
plementary projection operator. The subscript “linked”
in the above equation prescribes that all the unlinked
Brueckner-Goldstone diagrams are to be discarded; a di-
agram is said to be unlinked if it contains a disconnected
part with no free lines other than valence lines. Finally,
[Ωv, H0] is the commutator Ωv H0 −H0Ωv.
The traditional Rayleigh-Schro¨dinger perturbation
theory is recovered from the Bloch equation (11) by ex-
panding the wave operator in powers of the residual in-
teraction VI , Ωv =
∑
n=0 Ω
(n)
v . The resulting recursive
relation is [11][
Ω(n)v , H0
]
=
{
QVI Ω
(n−1)
v −
n−1∑
m=1
Ω(n−m)v P VI Ω
(m−1)
v
}
linked
. (12)
Here the iterations start with Ω
(0)
v = 1. A corresponding
perturbative expansion of correlation energy reads
δEv =
∑
n=1
δE(n)v =
∑
n=1
〈Ψ(0)v |VIΩ(n−1)v |Ψ(0)v 〉 . (13)
The last term on the r.h.s. of Eq.(12) gives rise to
so-called “folded” or “backward” diagrams [11]. Instead
of calculating the explicit contributions of folded dia-
grams we use an all-order approach which incorporates
their effect in modified energy denominators. Such a
reformulation allows for a direct link to the coupled-
cluster method outlined in Section V. The exact wave-
operator Ωv may be separated into valence and core
parts, Ωv = Ω
val
v + Ω
core, the Ωvalv part promoting a va-
lence electron from the |Ψ(0)v 〉 determinant into an excited
state. Ωcore, describing excitations of core electrons, does
not depend on any particular valence state. Similarly, the
correlation contribution to the total energy of the system
δEv may be broken into corrections to the energies of va-
lence and core electrons, δEv = δE
val
v + δE
core.
Suppose that the valence removal energy εv + δE
val
v is
known at the desired order of perturbation theory (e.g.,
from coupled-cluster calculations) or from experiment.
Projecting the original Bloch equation (11) onto |Ψ(0)v 〉
and using the definition of the projection operator P to-
gether with Eq. (10) for the correlation energy, one may
show that
[Ωv, H0] |Ψ(0)v 〉 =
{QVI Ωv}linked |Ψ(0)v 〉 − δEvalv Ωvalv |Ψ(0)v 〉 .
Notice that the last term is represented by a product of
two valence contributions, since all other terms produce
unlinked diagrams. Expanding the commutator and ex-
plicitly breaking the term {QVIΩv}linked into valence and
core contributions we arrive at(
εv + δE
val
v −H0
)
Ωvalv |Ψ(0)v 〉 = ({QVI Ωv}linked)val |Ψ(0)v 〉,
(εv −H0)Ωcore|Ψ(0)v 〉 = ({QVI Ωv}linked)core |Ψ(0)v 〉 .
Accounting for the folded diagrams in this way leads
to an additional shift δEval in energy denominators of
diagrams for the valence part of the wave operator Ωvalv .
Mnemonically, every occurrence of the Hartree-Fock en-
ergy of the valence electron εv in the energy denominators
has to be replaced by the total removal energy εv+δE
val,
since (εv −H0) Ωcore|Ψ(0)v 〉 simplifies to (−H0)Ωcore|0c〉.
Keeping this rule in mind, we may combine the above
equations (
εv +
(
δEvalv
)−H0)Ωv|Ψ(0)v 〉 =
{QVI Ωv}linked |Ψ(0)v 〉 , (14)
where
(
δEvalv
)
means that the δEvalv correction should be
included for the valence diagrams of Ωv and discarded
otherwise.
We expand the wave operator in powers of the residual
electron-electron interaction VI , Ωv =
∑
n=0Ω
(n)
v and
obtain
(εv + (δE
val
v ) − H0)Ω(n+1)v |Ψ(0)v 〉 ={
QVI Ω
(n)
v
}
linked
|Ψ(0)v 〉 ,
with Ω
(0)
v = 1. This equation may be interpreted as a
linked-diagram version of the Brillouin-Wigner perturba-
tion theory for atoms with one valence electron outside
a closed core. Introducing the resolvent operator
Rv =
(
H0 −
[
εv +
(
δEval
)])−1
, (15)
we obtain (with |Ψ(n)v 〉 ≡ Ω(n)v |Ψ(0)v 〉)
|Ψ(n)v 〉 = −Rv
{
QVI |Ψ(n−1)v 〉
}
linked
=
(−1)n ({Rv QVI }linked)n |Ψ(0)v 〉 .
¿From this recursion relation we may generate correc-
tions to wave functions at any given order of perturbation
theory. In practice, the derivation is rather tedious and
error-prone. We employed the symbolic algebra system
Mathematica [16] to derive the expressions presented in
this work.
IV. WAVEFUNCTIONS THROUGH THE
THIRD ORDER OF MBPT
For the derivation of fourth-order matrix elements one
requires contributions to wavefunctions through the third
4order. Expressions for |Ψ(n)v 〉 = Ω(n)v |Ψ(0)v 〉 through the
second order may be found in Ref. [15]. Although we fully
derived |Ψ(3)v 〉, to keep the manuscript to a manageable
size, we present below only a qualitative discussion of the
third-order correction to the wave-function.
The contributions to the wave operator Ωv are con-
ventionally classified by the number of excitations from
a reference determinant |Ψ(0)v 〉 = a†v|0c〉. The first-order
result, Ω
(1)
v , contains only double excitations drawn in
Fig. 1. We may distinguish between valence and core
excitations. The former promote the valence electron to
an excited state (Ωvalv ) and the latter do not modify the
state of valence electron (Ωcore). With such a classifi-
cation the diagram Fig. 1(a) represents core doubles Dc
and Fig. 1(b) valence doubles Dv.
DvDc(a) (b)
FIG. 1: Brueckner-Goldstone diagrams for the first-order
wave operator Ω
(1)
v . Horizontal dashed lines represent resid-
ual Coulomb interaction between electrons and vertical lines
are particle/hole lines. The valence line is marked by double
arrow.
(b)(a) Dc (d) Dv(c) SvSc
(f) Tv(e) Tc (g) Dnl
FIG. 2: Sample contributions to the second-order wave op-
erator Ω
(2)
v .
The second-order operator Ω
(2)
v contains excitations up
to quadruples. Examples of contributions to Ω
(2)
v are
drawn in Fig. 2. Diagrams 2(a) and (b) represent some
of the second-order core singles and doubles. Valence sin-
gles and doubles are drawn in Fig. 2(c) and (d) respec-
tively. Diagrams 2(e) and (f) represent core and valence
triple excitations, and (g) — disconnected quadruple ex-
citations. A sum of the the quadruple contribution 2(g)
and a similar diagram with the order of the two interac-
tions reversed is known to factorize into a normal product
of double excitations [11]; this is demonstrated in Fig. 3.
We classify the disconnected quadruple contribution 2(g)
as a nonlinear contribution of double excitations to wave-
functions.
+ = ⊗N[ ]
FIG. 3: A sum of the the quadruple contribution Fig. 2(g)
and a similar diagram with the order of two interactions re-
versed factorizes into a normal product of double excitations.
On the r.h.s. the energy denominators are to be evaluated
separately.
Several contributions to the third-order wave-operator
Ω
(3)
v are shown in Fig. 4. Single and double excitations
shown in Fig. 4(a–e) contain intermediate triple excita-
tions. Diagram 4(f) is due to intermediate second-order
quadruple excitation. For the sake of comparison with
the coupled-cluster method we classify diagram 4(a) as
the effect of core triples on core singles (Sc[Tc]), (b) as
modification of core doubles by core triples (Dc[Tc]), (c)
as the effect of core triples on valence doubles (Dv[Tc]),
and (d) and (e) as the effect of valence triples on valence
singles and doubles (Sv[Tv] and Dv[Tv]). Finally, dia-
gram 4(f) may be classified as an effect of nonlinear dou-
bles, Fig. 2(g), on valence doubles (Dv[Dnl]). It is worth
noting that the third-order wavefunction contains con-
nected quadruple excitations and some additional discon-
nected excitations; these corrections do not contribute to
the fourth-order matrix elements.
(b) (c) (d)
(e)
(a)
(f) (g)
Sc[Tc] D c[Tc] D v[Tc] Sv[Tv]
D v[Tv] D v[D nl]
FIG. 4: Representative diagrams for the third-order wave
operator Ω
(3)
v .
V. COUPLED-CLUSTER METHOD
The coupled-cluster (CC) formalism [9, 10] is widely
employed in atomic and nuclear physics, and quantum
chemistry [17]. The main goal of the present work is
to identify fourth-order contributions to matrix elements
5not included in the truncated singles-doubles coupled-
cluster method, and here we review the relevant features
of this all-order approach.
The key point of the coupled-cluster method is the in-
troduction of an exponential ansatz for the wave opera-
tor [11]
Ω = N [exp(S)] = 1 + S +
1
2!
N [S2] + . . . . (16)
The cluster operator S = Ωconn is expressed in terms of
connected diagrams of the wave operator Ω, an example
of disconnected diagram being Fig. 2(g). The operator S
is naturally broken into cluster operators Sn combining n
simultaneous excitations from the reference state |Ψ(0)v 〉
in all orders of perturbation theory.
Let us specialize the general formalism of Ref. [11] to
the case of atoms with one valence electron. A set of
coupled equations for the cluster operators may be found
by considering connected diagrams on both sides of the
modified Bloch equation (14)(
εv +
(
δEvalv
)−H0)Sn = {QVI Ωv}conn,n , (17)
where δEv is determined by Eq. (10) and wave opera-
tor Ωv by Eq. (16). Term
(
δEvalv
)
accounts for folded
diagrams; it is to be omitted for core and included for
valence clusters. Successive iterations of such all-order
equations explicitly recover order-by-order MBPT con-
tributions to the wave operator discussed in the previous
sections.
In most applications the full operator S is truncated
at single and double excitations (CCSD method). For
univalent atoms the CCSD parameterization may be rep-
resented as
SSD = S1 + S2 =∑
ma
ρma a
†
maa +
1
2
∑
mnab
ρmnab a
†
ma
†
nabaa +
∑
m 6=v
ρmv a
†
mav +
∑
mna
ρmnva a
†
ma
†
naaav , (18)
where the first two terms represent single and double
excitations of core electrons and the remaining contribu-
tions are valence singles and doubles.
It is worth emphasizing that the CCSD method is
an all-order method. For example, first–, second–
and third–order diagrams Fig. 1(b), Fig. 2(d), and
Fig. 4(g) are encapsulated in the valence doubles term∑
mna ρmnva a
†
ma
†
naaav. Similarly, the CCSD method ac-
counts for all single and double excitations (both core
and valence) shown in Figs. 1 and 2. At the same
time connected triple and higher-rank excitations are
not accounted for by the CCSD method, examples be-
ing Fig. 2(e),(f) and Fig. 4 (a–e). Although diagrams
Fig. 4 (a–e) are nominally single or double excitations,
they contain connected triples as intermediate excitations
and are not included in the sequence of CCSD diagrams.
A linearized version of the CCSD method (LCCSD) is a
further simplification of a hierarchy of all-order methods
based on the coupled-cluster formalism. In this approx-
imation ΩLCCSDv ≡ 1 + SSD. For alkali-metal atoms the
LCCSD method was employed in Refs. [12, 13, 14, 18].
Compared to the full CCSD approximation the linearized
version misses a subset of diagrams shown in Fig. 2(g)
and 4(f).
To reiterate, connected triple excitations and discon-
nected quadruple excitations first appear in the second
order wavefunctions. In order to systematically extend
the CCSD method one has to investigate the contribu-
tions of connected triple excitations and the role of non-
linear contributions for the linearized CCSD approxima-
tion.
VI. MATRIX ELEMENTS
We investigate the fourth-order corrections to matrix
element of a one particle operator Z =
∑
i z(ri). In sec-
ond quantization
Z =
∑
ij
zija
†
iaj =
∑
a
zaa +
∑
ij
zijN [a
†
iaj ] , (19)
where N [. . .] denotes normal form of operator products.
We are mainly interested in matrix elements of non-scalar
operators, like electromagnetic transition amplitudes or
pseudo-scalar operators, like the electroweak interaction.
For such operators the contribution from the zero-body
term
∑
a zaa vanishes and we disregard it in the following
discussion.
The exact matrix element between two valence states
w and v is given by
Mwv =
Zwv√
NvNw
=
〈0c|awΩ†w Z Ωva†v|0c〉√
NvNw
, (20)
where Ωw and Ωv correspond to wave operators for
valence states w and v respectively. Since the wave-
operators were derived using the intermediate normal-
ization scheme, we introduced normalization factors
Nv = 〈Ψ(0)v |Ω†vΩv|Ψ(0)v 〉
in the definition of matrix element.
Blundell et al. [12] have demonstrated that discon-
nected diagrams in the perturbative expansion of the nu-
merator and the denominator of Eq. (20) cancel. Their
final expression for the exact matrix element reads
Mwv = δwv (Z
core)conn +(
Zvalwv
)
conn
{[1 + (Nvalv )conn] [1 + (Nvalw )conn]}1/2
, (21)
where
Zcore ≡ 〈0c|Ω†w Z Ωv|0c〉 = 〈0c| (Ωcore)† Z Ωcore|0c〉
6and the remaining contributions of Zwv =
〈0c|awΩ†w Z Ωva†v|0c〉 are grouped into the valence
part Zvalwv . The diagrams of Z
val
wv explicitly depend
on valence indices w and v. The valence part of the
normalization factor Nvalv is defined in a similar fashion.
The core contribution Zcore vanishes for non-scalar (and
pseudo-scalar) operators and we disregard Zcore in the
following discussion. Notice that all the diagrams in
Eq. (21) must be rigorously connected as emphasized by
subscripts “conn”.
The formulas for contributions to matrix elements
through the third-order of MBPT were presented in
Ref. [15]. The linearized coupled-cluster approach trun-
cated at single and double excitations (LCCSD) fully re-
covers the matrix elements through the third order [12].
Here we investigate the contributions at the fourth order
missed by the LCCSD method.
To derive the fourth-order correction to a matrix ele-
ment, we expand the matrix element and normalization
factors into powers of the residual Coulomb interaction
Zwv =
∑
k=1 Z
(k)
wv , Nv =
∑
k=0N
(k)
v . Further, we employ
the all-order result, Eq. (21), and expand the normaliza-
tion denominator into series. The result is
M (4)wv =
{
〈Ψ(1)w |Z|Ψ(2)v 〉+ 〈Ψ(0)w |Z|Ψ(3)v 〉+
〈Ψ(2)w |Z|Ψ(1)v 〉+ 〈Ψ(3)w |Z|Ψ(0)v 〉
}
val,conn
+
+Z(4)wv,norm , (22)
where only connected valence contributions are to be
kept. The normalization correction is given by
Z(4)wv, norm = −
1
2
(
N (2)v +N
(2)
w
)
val,conn
(
Z(2)wv
)
val,conn
+
−1
2
(
N (3)v +N
(3)
w
)
val,conn
zwv , (23)
where we used that N
(1)
v = 0 and Z
(1)
wv ≡ zwv, the matrix
element in the Hartree-Fock approximation.
As we proceed to the derivation of the fourth-order
diagrams we notice that the second line of Eq. (22) is
the hermitian conjugate of the first line with a swap of
valence indexes w and v. This observation allows us to
consider only half of the diagrams since in numerical eval-
uation the conjugated terms do not require additional
programming efforts.
VII. DISCUSSION OF FOURTH-ORDER
DIAGRAMS
We fully derived the fourth-order correction to ma-
trix elements using Wick theorem. A set of simplifica-
tion rules was implemented with the symbolic algebra
system Mathematica [16]. Excluding the normalization
correction and folded diagrams, the resulting number of
diagrams in the fourth order is 262. We counted both di-
rect and all possible exchange forms of a given diagram
as a single contribution. We excluded hermitian conju-
gated terms from the counting procedure. The linearized
coupled cluster approach, truncated at single and double
excitations (LCCSD) recovers approximately half of the
fourth-order contributions. The remaining diagrams are
due to triple excitations (128 terms) and nonlinear contri-
bution of double excitations (14 terms). Explicit expres-
sions for these complementary contributions are given in
the Appendix.
We break all fourth-order contributions complemen-
tary to the LCCSD subset of diagrams into nine classes:(
M (4)wv
)
non−LCCSD
= Z1×2(Tv) + Z1×2(Tc)+
Z0×3(Sv[Tv]) + Z0×3(Dv[Tv]) + (24)
Z0×3(Sc[Tc]) + Z0×3(Dv[Tc]) +
Z1×2(Dnl) + Z0×3(Dnl) + Znorm(Tv) .
The representative diagrams for each class of contribu-
tions are shown in Fig. 5. Here the diagrams Z1×2(. . .)
arise from evaluation of expression 〈Ψ(1)w |Z|Ψ(2)v 〉 and its
hermitian conjugate with a swap of valence labels w
and v. Similarly Z0×3(. . .) terms are generated from
〈Ψ(0)w |Z|Ψ(3)v 〉 + c.c. Finally Znorm(. . .) are due to nor-
malization correction, Eq. (23). Further, we classify the
diagrams by the presence of core triples (Tc) or valence
triples (Tv). For Z0×3(. . .) terms triple excitations oc-
cur as an intermediate contribution (see Fig. 4) and we
distinguish the effect of triples on lower-rank excitations,
e.g. Dv[Tc] is the effect of core triples on valence dou-
bles. Finally, the diagrams marked Dnl are due to the
effect of disconnected quadruple excitations. These di-
agrams may be simplified to a direct product of double
excitations, as demonstrated in Fig. 3.
The introduced classes of diagrams are illustrated in
Fig. 5. The numbers of contributions in each class are
also given in that figure. Let us make some observations.
First of all, none of the diagrams contain computationally
intensive Coulomb integrals involving four particle states,
e.g., gmnrs. We also notice the absence of term Dc[Tc],
i.e., the effects of core triples on core double excitations.
The core triples also do not contribute to the normaliza-
tion correction. All these simplifications may lead to a
design of an efficient numerical evaluation scheme.
The dominant number of diagrams is due to valence
triple excitations, the set Z1×2(Tv) accounting for 44
and the set Z0×3(Dv[Tv]) for 36 contributions. We fur-
ther distinguish second-order triples T by the nature of
the orbital line connecting upper and lower interactions
T = T p + T h, T p standing for a particle line and T h for
a hole line as illustrated in Fig. 6. Such a separation is
motivated by considerations of computational complex-
ity: the T h diagram, involving summation over a small
number of core states, may be calculated much faster
than a similar T p contribution. We write
Z1×2(Tv) = Z1×2(T
p
v ) + Z1×2(T
h
v ) ,
Z0×3(Dv[Tv]) = Z0×3(Dv[T
p
v ]) + Z0×3(Dv[T
h
v ]) .
7Z1x2 (Tc) , 20
Z1x2 (D nl), 7
Z0x3 (Sv[Tv]), 8
Z0x3 (D v[Tv]), 36 Z0x3 (Sc[Tc]), Z0x3 (D v[Tc]), 12
Z0x3 (D nl), 7 Znorm(Tv), 8
Z1x2 (Tv) , 44 
⊗
FIG. 5: Sample fourth-order diagrams involving triple ex-
citations and non-linear coupled-cluster contributions. The
one-particle matrix element is denoted by a wavy horizontal
line. See the explanation in the text for diagram classifica-
tion. The number of contributions for each class of diagrams
is also shown; direct, all possible exchange, and the conju-
gated graphs of a given diagram were counted as a single
contribution.
The formulas in the Appendix are grouped according to
this scheme.
Tv
p
Tv
h
FIG. 6: Separation of triple excitations based on a nature of
an orbital line connecting upper and lower interactions. T pv
diagram involves particle line and T hv a hole line. Similar
separation may be carried out for core triples.
The effect of triples on single excitations in Ω
(3)
v , such
as diagrams 4(a) and (d), has been treated previously
in Refs. [13, 14]. Corresponding contributions to M
(4)
wv ,
Z0×3(Sv[Tv]) and Z0×3(Sc[Tc]) are shown in Fig. 5. It
was found that this effect contributes as much as 5% to
hyperfine-structure constants in Cs, and brings the ab
initio calculations into 0.5% agreement with experiment.
At the same time the experiment-theory agreement be-
comes worse for electric-dipole matrix elements when the
S[T ] effect is included. To fully understand the role of
triple excitations it is important to investigate all the
enumerated effects on triple excitations, i.e. effect of
triples on valence doubles, direct contribution of triple
excitations to matrix elements entering Z1×2, and also
the normalization correction due to valence triple excita-
tions.
The linearized coupled-cluster method (LCCSD) [12,
13, 14, 18] additionally disregards nonlinear terms in
the coupled-cluster expansion. Therefore contributions
to Ω
(3)
v similar to one shown in Fig. 4(f) are omit-
ted. These nonlinear terms lead to additional corrections
Z0×3(Dnl). A similar effect omitted in the LCCSD ap-
proach is a direct contribution of disconnected double ex-
citations to matrix elements represented by the diagrams
of Z1×2(Dnl) class. It is worth noting that considera-
tion of the nonlinear contributions is key for accounting
for the full set of random-phase-approximation diagrams
with the CCSD method.
We further notice that in the framework of tradi-
tional Rayleigh-Schro¨dinger perturbation theory there
are also contributions from so-called folded diagrams, as
discussed in Section III. These folded diagrams origi-
nate from the second-order valence energy correction (the
first-order correction is zero in the frozen-core Hartree-
Fock basis). Since both the CCSD method and its
linearized version fully recover the second order ener-
gies [12], in our approach we have omitted contributions
of the folded diagrams.
Finally, we would like to comment on a possible all-
order extension of the derived fourth-order contributions.
Ideally, the entire fourth order set of diagrams would
be recovered by fully treating the triple and nonlinear
double excitations within the traditional coupled-cluster
approach. However, at the present state of computer
technology such a full treatment hardly seems feasible in
relativistic calculations. At the same time the coupled-
cluster expansion truncated at the single and double ex-
citations (CCSD method) presents an attractive start-
ing point. The triple excitations may be treated semi-
perturbatively, i.e., the triple excitations are replaced by
a combination of “bare” Coulomb interaction and an all-
order CCSD double excitation [13].
The following modifications of the CCSD
method should be made to partially sum the
derived diagrams to all orders of perturbation
theory: (i) Four classes of the derived diagrams
(Z0×3(Sv[Tv]), Z0×3(Dv[Tv]), Z0×3(Sc[Tc]), Z0×3(Dv[Tc]))
may be accounted for by amending the traditional CCSD
equations with a semi-perturbative contribution of triple
excitations. Two of the desired modifications, Sv[Tv]
and Sc[Tc], were considered previously in Ref. [13, 14].
(ii) In the diagrams Z1×2(Tv), Z1×2(Tc), and Znorm(Tv)
the bottom and the upper (closing) Coulomb interac-
tions should be replaced by all-order double excitation
amplitudes. This generalization follows from consid-
ering the relevant contributions in the coupled-cluster
method. (iii) In the Z1×2(Dnl) diagrams all the Coulomb
interactions should be replaced by all-order double ex-
citation amplitudes. (iv) The linearized coupled-cluster
expansions should include terms nonlinear in double ex-
8citations to recover the diagrams Z0×3(Dnl) in all-order
fashion.
VIII. CONCLUSION
An improvement of the accuracy of ab initio Coulomb-
correlated calculations is necessitated by the latest ex-
perimental and theoretical progress in studies of parity
violation in alkali-metal atoms. Such improvement may
possibly be achieved by augmenting powerful all-order
techniques by contributions missed in a given order of
many-body perturbation theory. We derived and ana-
lyzed the entire set of fourth-order many-body diagrams
for a one-particle operator.
We highlighted the fourth-order contributions omitted
in the popular coupled-cluster approach truncated at sin-
gle and double excitations (CCSD). To recover the full
set of fourth-order diagrams one should additionally con-
sider the effect of triple excitations. In addition, the lin-
earized version of CCSD should be augmented by non-
linear contributions of double excitations. We presented
explicit formulas for such complementary contributions
in the Appendix. The representative diagrams may be
found in Fig. 5. We also proposed a possible extension
of the derived fourth-order contributions to all orders of
perturbation theory.
The derived expressions may be useful for an analysis
of the completeness of all-order methods in the fourth
order of perturbation theory and for designs of next-
generation approximations in atomic many-body calcu-
lations.
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APPENDIX A: FOURTH-ORDER
CORRECTIONS TO MATRIX ELEMENTS
Here we tabulate fourth-order corrections to matrix
elements of one-particle operator involving triple exci-
tations and nonlinear contribution from double excita-
tions. The classification of the diagrams and notation
were introduced in the main text of the paper. Briefly,
the matrix elements gijlk of the Coulomb interaction are
defined by Eq. (5). The quantities g˜ijlk are antisymmet-
ric combinations g˜ijlk = gijlk − gijkl. Matrix elements of
a non-scalar one-particle operator Z are denoted as zij .
Core orbitals are enumerated by letters a, b, c, d, com-
plementary excited states are labelled by m,n, r, s, and
valence orbitals are denoted by v and w. The notation
εxy...z stands for εx + εy + · · · εz. The terms denoted c.c.
are to be calculated by taking the hermitian conjugate of
all preceding contributions and swapping labels v and w.
For convenience of drawing the graphs, the sequence
of interactions in numerators is sorted so that the inter-
action to the right of another interaction appears lower
in the corresponding Brueckner-Goldstone diagram.
Z1×2(Tc) =∑
abcmnr
g˜abnrzcvgnrcmgmwab
(εmw − εab) (εnr − εab) (εnrw − εabc) +∑
abcmnr
g˜abnrzcvg˜rwcmgmnab
(εmn − εab) (εnr − εab) (εnrw − εabc) +
−
∑
abcmnr
g˜abnvzcrg˜rwcmgmnab
(εmn − εab) (εnv − εab) (εnrw − εabc) +∑
abcmnr
g˜abrvzcng˜nrcmgmwab
(εmw − εab) (εrv − εab) (εnrw − εabc) +∑
abcmnr
g˜abrvzcng˜rwcmgmnab
(εmn − εab) (εrv − εab) (εnrw − εabc) +∑
abcmnr
g˜bcnrzavgnrcmg˜mwab
(εmw − εab) (εnr − εbc) (εnrw − εabc) +∑
abcmnr
g˜bcnrzavg˜rwcmg˜mnab
(εmn − εab) (εnr − εbc) (εnrw − εabc) +
−
∑
abcmnr
g˜bcnvzar g˜rwcmg˜mnab
(εmn − εab) (εnv − εbc) (εnrw − εabc) +∑
abcmnr
g˜bcrvzang˜nrcmg˜mwab
(εmw − εab) (εrv − εbc) (εnrw − εabc) +∑
abcmnr
g˜bcrvzang˜rwcmg˜mnab
(εmn − εab) (εrv − εbc) (εnrw − εabc) +∑
abcdmn
g˜bdmnzcvg˜ancdg˜mwab
(εmn − εbd) (εmw − εab) (εmnw − εbcd) +
−
∑
abcdmn
g˜bdmnzcvg˜awcdgmnab
(εmn − εab) (εmn − εbd) (εmnw − εbcd) +
−
∑
abcdmn
g˜bdmvzcng˜ancdg˜mwab
(εmv − εbd) (εmw − εab) (εmnw − εbcd) +∑
abcdmn
g˜bdnvzcmg˜ancdg˜mwab
(εmw − εab) (εnv − εbd) (εmnw − εbcd) +
−
∑
abcdmn
g˜bdnvzcmg˜awcdg˜mnab
(εmn − εab) (εnv − εbd) (εmnw − εbcd) +
−
∑
abcdmn
g˜cdmnzbvgancdg˜mwab
(εmn − εcd) (εmw − εab) (εmnw − εbcd) +∑
abcdmn
g˜cdmnzbvgawcdgmnab
(εmn − εab) (εmn − εcd) (εmnw − εbcd) +∑
abcdmn
g˜cdmvzbngancdg˜mwab
(εmv − εcd) (εmw − εab) (εmnw − εbcd) +
9−
∑
abcdmn
g˜cdnvzbmgancdg˜mwab
(εmw − εab) (εnv − εcd) (εmnw − εbcd) +∑
abcdmn
g˜cdnvzbmgawcdg˜mnab
(εmn − εab) (εnv − εcd) (εmnw − εbcd) + c.c.
Z1×2(T
h
v ) =
−
∑
abcmnr
g˜bcmnzwrgarbcgmnav
(εmn − εav) (εmn − εbc) (εmnr − εbcv) +
−
∑
abcmnr
g˜bcmnzwrg˜arcvgmnab
(εmn − εab) (εmn − εbc) (εmnr − εbcv) +∑
abcmnr
g˜bcmrzrnganbcg˜mwav
(εmr − εbc) (εmw − εav) (εmnw − εbcv) +∑
abcmnr
g˜bcmrzrng˜ancvg˜mwab
(εmr − εbc) (εmw − εab) (εmnw − εbcv) +
−
∑
abcmnr
g˜bcnrzrmganbcg˜mwav
(εmw − εav) (εnr − εbc) (εmnw − εbcv) +∑
abcmnr
g˜bcnrzrmgawbcg˜mnav
(εmn − εav) (εnr − εbc) (εmnw − εbcv) +
−
∑
abcmnr
g˜bcnrzrmg˜ancvg˜mwab
(εmw − εab) (εnr − εbc) (εmnw − εbcv) +∑
abcmnr
g˜bcnrzrmg˜awcvg˜mnab
(εmn − εab) (εnr − εbc) (εmnw − εbcv) +
−
∑
abcmnr
g˜bcnrzwmgarbcg˜mnav
(εmn − εav) (εnr − εbc) (εmnr − εbcv) +
−
∑
abcmnr
g˜bcnrzwmg˜arcvg˜mnab
(εmn − εab) (εnr − εbc) (εmnr − εbcv) +
−
∑
abcdmn
g˜bdmnzcdg˜ancvg˜mwab
(εmn − εbd) (εmw − εab) (εmnw − εbcv) +∑
abcdmn
g˜bdmnzcdg˜awcvgmnab
(εmn − εab) (εmn − εbd) (εmnw − εbcv) +∑
abcmnr
g˜bwmnzcrg˜arcvgmnab
(εmn − εab) (εmn − εbw) (εmnr − εbcv) +∑
abcmnr
g˜bwnrzcmg˜arcvg˜mnab
(εmn − εab) (εnr − εbw) (εmnr − εbcv) +∑
abcdmn
g˜cdmnzbdg˜anbcg˜mwav
(εmn − εcd) (εmw − εav) (εmnw − εbcv) +∑
abcdmn
g˜cdmnzbdg˜ancvg˜mwab
(εmn − εcd) (εmw − εab) (εmnw − εbcv) +
−
∑
abcdmn
g˜cdmnzbdg˜awbcgmnav
(εmn − εav) (εmn − εcd) (εmnw − εbcv) +
−
∑
abcdmn
g˜cdmnzbdg˜awcvgmnab
(εmn − εab) (εmn − εcd) (εmnw − εbcv) +
−
∑
abcmnr
g˜cwmnzbr g˜arbcgmnav
(εmn − εav) (εmn − εcw) (εmnr − εbcv) +
−
∑
abcmnr
g˜cwmnzbr g˜arcvgmnab
(εmn − εab) (εmn − εcw) (εmnr − εbcv) +
−
∑
abcmnr
g˜cwnrzbmg˜arbcg˜mnav
(εmn − εav) (εnr − εcw) (εmnr − εbcv) +
−
∑
abcmnr
g˜cwnrzbmg˜arcvg˜mnab
(εmn − εab) (εnr − εcw) (εmnr − εbcv) + c.c.
Z1×2(T
p
v ) =∑
abmnrs
g˜abnszsr g˜rwbmg˜mnav
(εmn − εav) (εns − εab) (εnrw − εabv) +∑
abmnrs
g˜abnszsr g˜rwmvgmnab
(εmn − εab) (εns − εab) (εnrw − εabv) +
−
∑
abmnrs
g˜abnszwrg˜rsbmg˜mnav
(εmn − εav) (εns − εab) (εnrs − εabv) +
−
∑
abmnrs
g˜abnszwrg˜rsmvgmnab
(εmn − εab) (εns − εab) (εnrs − εabv) +
−
∑
abmnrs
g˜abrszsng˜nrbmg˜mwav
(εmw − εav) (εrs − εab) (εnrw − εabv) +
−
∑
abmnrs
g˜abrszsng˜nrmvgmwab
(εmw − εab) (εrs − εab) (εnrw − εabv) +
−
∑
abmnrs
g˜abrszsng˜rwbmg˜mnav
(εmn − εav) (εrs − εab) (εnrw − εabv) +
−
∑
abmnrs
g˜abrszsng˜rwmvgmnab
(εmn − εab) (εrs − εab) (εnrw − εabv) +∑
abmnrs
g˜abrszwngrsbmg˜mnav
(εmn − εav) (εrs − εab) (εnrs − εabv) +∑
abmnrs
g˜abrszwngrsmvgmnab
(εmn − εab) (εrs − εab) (εnrs − εabv) +
−
∑
abcmnr
g˜acnrzbcgnrbmg˜mwav
(εmw − εav) (εnr − εac) (εnrw − εabv) +
−
∑
abcmnr
g˜acnrzbcg˜rwbmg˜mnav
(εmn − εav) (εnr − εac) (εnrw − εabv) +∑
abmnrs
g˜awnszbr g˜rsbmg˜mnav
(εmn − εav) (εns − εaw) (εnrs − εabv) +
−
∑
abmnrs
g˜awrszbngrsbmg˜mnav
(εmn − εav) (εrs − εaw) (εnrs − εabv) +∑
abcmnr
g˜bcnrzacgnrbmg˜mwav
(εmw − εav) (εnr − εbc) (εnrw − εabv) +∑
abcmnr
g˜bcnrzacgnrmvg˜mwab
(εmw − εab) (εnr − εbc) (εnrw − εabv) +∑
abcmnr
g˜bcnrzacg˜rwbmg˜mnav
(εmn − εav) (εnr − εbc) (εnrw − εabv) +∑
abcmnr
g˜bcnrzacg˜rwmvg˜mnab
(εmn − εab) (εnr − εbc) (εnrw − εabv) +
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−
∑
abmnrs
g˜bwnszarg˜rsbmg˜mnav
(εmn − εav) (εns − εbw) (εnrs − εabv) +
−
∑
abmnrs
g˜bwnszarg˜rsmvg˜mnab
(εmn − εab) (εns − εbw) (εnrs − εabv) +∑
abmnrs
g˜bwrszangrsbmg˜mnav
(εmn − εav) (εrs − εbw) (εnrs − εabv) +∑
abmnrs
g˜bwrszangrsmvg˜mnab
(εmn − εab) (εrs − εbw) (εnrs − εabv) + c.c.
Z0×3(Sv[Tv]) =∑
abmnrs
zwng˜abrsgrsbmg˜mnav
(εn − εv) (εmn − εav) (εnrs − εabv) +∑
abmnrs
zwng˜abrsgrsmvgmnab
(εn − εv) (εmn − εab) (εnrs − εabv) +∑
abcmnr
zwng˜bcmrgarbcg˜mnav
(εn − εv) (εmn − εav) (εmnr − εbcv) +∑
abcmnr
zwng˜bcmrg˜arcvg˜mnab
(εn − εv) (εmn − εab) (εmnr − εbcv) +
−
∑
abcmnr
zwrg˜bcmngarbcgmnav
(εr − εv) (εmn − εav) (εmnr − εbcv) +
−
∑
abcmnr
zwrg˜bcmng˜arcvgmnab
(εr − εv) (εmn − εab) (εmnr − εbcv) +∑
abmnrs
zwsg˜abnr g˜rsbmg˜mnav
(εs − εv) (εmn − εav) (εnrs − εabv) +∑
abmnrs
zwsg˜abnr g˜rsmvgmnab
(εs − εv) (εmn − εab) (εnrs − εabv) + c.c.
Z0×3(Sc[Tc]) =
−
∑
abcmnr
zbvg˜acnrgnrcmg˜mwab
(εw − εb) (εmw − εab) (εnrw − εabc) +
−
∑
abcmnr
zbv g˜acnrg˜rwcmg˜mnab
(εw − εb) (εmn − εab) (εnrw − εabc) +
−
∑
abcdmn
zbvg˜cdmngancdg˜mwab
(εw − εb) (εmw − εab) (εmnw − εbcd) +∑
abcdmn
zbv g˜cdmngawcdgmnab
(εw − εb) (εmn − εab) (εmnw − εbcd) +∑
abcmnr
zcvg˜abnrgnrcmgmwab
(εw − εc) (εmw − εab) (εnrw − εabc) +∑
abcmnr
zcvg˜abnr g˜rwcmgmnab
(εw − εc) (εmn − εab) (εnrw − εabc) +
−
∑
abcdmn
zdvg˜bcmng˜ancdg˜mwab
(εw − εd) (εmw − εab) (εmnw − εbcd) +∑
abcdmn
zdvg˜bcmng˜awcdgmnab
(εw − εd) (εmn − εab) (εmnw − εbcd) + c.c.
Z0×3(Dv[Tc]) =
−
∑
abcdmn
zbmg˜cdnvgancdg˜mwab
(εmw − εab) (εmw − εbv) (εmnw − εbcd) +
−
∑
abcmnr
zbng˜acrvg˜rwcmg˜mnab
(εmn − εab) (εnw − εbv) (εnrw − εabc) +∑
abcdmn
zbng˜cdmvgancdg˜mwab
(εmw − εab) (εnw − εbv) (εmnw − εbcd) +
−
∑
abcdmn
zbng˜cdmvgawcdg˜mnab
(εmn − εab) (εnw − εbv) (εmnw − εbcd) +∑
abcmnr
zbrg˜acnvg˜nrcmg˜mwab
(εmw − εab) (εrw − εbv) (εnrw − εabc) +∑
abcmnr
zbr g˜acnvg˜rwcmg˜mnab
(εmn − εab) (εrw − εbv) (εnrw − εabc) +∑
abcmnr
zcng˜abrvg˜rwcmgmnab
(εmn − εab) (εnw − εcv) (εnrw − εabc) +
−
∑
abcmnr
zcrg˜abnv g˜nrcmgmwab
(εmw − εab) (εrw − εcv) (εnrw − εabc) +
−
∑
abcmnr
zcrg˜abnvg˜rwcmgmnab
(εmn − εab) (εrw − εcv) (εnrw − εabc) +
−
∑
abcdmn
zdmg˜bcnvg˜ancdg˜mwab
(εmw − εab) (εmw − εdv) (εmnw − εbcd) +∑
abcdmn
zdng˜bcmvg˜ancdg˜mwab
(εmw − εab) (εnw − εdv) (εmnw − εbcd) +
−
∑
abcdmn
zdng˜bcmvg˜awcdg˜mnab
(εmn − εab) (εnw − εdv) (εmnw − εbcd) + c.c.
Z0×3(Dv[T
h
v ]) =∑
abcmnr
zbng˜cwmrg˜arcvg˜mnab
(εmn − εab) (εnw − εbv) (εmnr − εbcv) +
−
∑
abcmnr
zbr g˜crmng˜ancvg˜mwab
(εmw − εab) (εrw − εbv) (εmnw − εbcv) +∑
abcmnr
zbrg˜crmng˜awcvgmnab
(εmn − εab) (εrw − εbv) (εmnw − εbcv) +
−
∑
abcmnr
zbrg˜cwmng˜arcvgmnab
(εmn − εab) (εrw − εbv) (εmnr − εbcv) +
−
∑
abcmnr
zcng˜bwmrg˜arbcg˜mnav
(εmn − εav) (εnw − εcv) (εmnr − εbcv) +
−
∑
abcmnr
zcng˜bwmrg˜arcvg˜mnab
(εmn − εab) (εnw − εcv) (εmnr − εbcv) +∑
abcmnr
zcrg˜brmng˜anbcg˜mwav
(εmw − εav) (εrw − εcv) (εmnw − εbcv) +∑
abcmnr
zcrg˜brmng˜ancvg˜mwab
(εmw − εab) (εrw − εcv) (εmnw − εbcv) +
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−
∑
abcmnr
zcrg˜brmng˜awbcgmnav
(εmn − εav) (εrw − εcv) (εmnw − εbcv) +
−
∑
abcmnr
zcrg˜brmng˜awcvgmnab
(εmn − εab) (εrw − εcv) (εmnw − εbcv) +∑
abcmnr
zcrg˜bwmng˜arbcgmnav
(εmn − εav) (εrw − εcv) (εmnr − εbcv) +∑
abcmnr
zcrg˜bwmng˜arcvgmnab
(εmn − εab) (εrw − εcv) (εmnr − εbcv) +
−
∑
abcdmn
zdmg˜bcdnganbcg˜mwav
(εmw − εav) (εmw − εdv) (εmnw − εbcv) +
−
∑
abcdmn
zdmg˜bcdng˜ancvg˜mwab
(εmw − εab) (εmw − εdv) (εmnw − εbcv) +∑
abcdmn
zdng˜bcdmganbcg˜mwav
(εmw − εav) (εnw − εdv) (εmnw − εbcv) +
−
∑
abcdmn
zdng˜bcdmgawbcg˜mnav
(εmn − εav) (εnw − εdv) (εmnw − εbcv) +∑
abcdmn
zdng˜bcdmg˜ancvg˜mwab
(εmw − εab) (εnw − εdv) (εmnw − εbcv) +
−
∑
abcdmn
zdng˜bcdmg˜awcvg˜mnab
(εmn − εab) (εnw − εdv) (εmnw − εbcv) + c.c.
Z0×3(Dv[T
p
v ]) =∑
abmnrs
zang˜bwrsgrsbmg˜mnav
(εmn − εav) (εnw − εav) (εnrs − εabv) +
−
∑
abmnrs
zasg˜bsnrgnrbmg˜mwav
(εmw − εav) (εsw − εav) (εnrw − εabv) +
−
∑
abmnrs
zasg˜bsnr g˜rwbmg˜mnav
(εmn − εav) (εsw − εav) (εnrw − εabv) +∑
abmnrs
zasg˜bwnrg˜rsbmg˜mnav
(εmn − εav) (εsw − εav) (εnrs − εabv) +
−
∑
abmnrs
zbng˜awrsgrsbmg˜mnav
(εmn − εav) (εnw − εbv) (εnrs − εabv) +
−
∑
abmnrs
zbng˜awrsgrsmvg˜mnab
(εmn − εab) (εnw − εbv) (εnrs − εabv) +∑
abmnrs
zbsg˜asnrgnrbmg˜mwav
(εmw − εav) (εsw − εbv) (εnrw − εabv) +∑
abmnrs
zbsg˜asnrgnrmvg˜mwab
(εmw − εab) (εsw − εbv) (εnrw − εabv) +∑
abmnrs
zbsg˜asnrg˜rwbmg˜mnav
(εmn − εav) (εsw − εbv) (εnrw − εabv) +∑
abmnrs
zbsg˜asnrg˜rwmvg˜mnab
(εmn − εab) (εsw − εbv) (εnrw − εabv) +
−
∑
abmnrs
zbsg˜awnrg˜rsbmg˜mnav
(εmn − εav) (εsw − εbv) (εnrs − εabv) +
−
∑
abmnrs
zbsg˜awnrg˜rsmvg˜mnab
(εmn − εab) (εsw − εbv) (εnrs − εabv) +
−
∑
abcmnr
zcng˜abcrg˜rwbmg˜mnav
(εmn − εav) (εnw − εcv) (εnrw − εabv) +
−
∑
abcmnr
zcng˜abcrg˜rwmvgmnab
(εmn − εab) (εnw − εcv) (εnrw − εabv) +∑
abcmnr
zcrg˜abcng˜nrbmg˜mwav
(εmw − εav) (εrw − εcv) (εnrw − εabv) +∑
abcmnr
zcrg˜abcng˜nrmvgmwab
(εmw − εab) (εrw − εcv) (εnrw − εabv) +∑
abcmnr
zcrg˜abcng˜rwbmg˜mnav
(εmn − εav) (εrw − εcv) (εnrw − εabv) +∑
abcmnr
zcrg˜abcng˜rwmvgmnab
(εmn − εab) (εrw − εcv) (εnrw − εabv) + c.c.
Z1×2(Dnl) =∑
abcmnr
g˜abmrzcng˜nrcvgmwab
(εmr − εab) (εmw − εab) (εnr − εcv) +
−
∑
abcmnr
g˜abnrzcmgnrcvgmwab
(εmw − εab) (εnr − εab) (εnr − εcv) +
−
∑
abcmnr
g˜abnrzcmg˜rwcvgmnab
(εmn − εab) (εnr − εab) (εrw − εcv) +∑
abcmnr
g˜acmnzbr g˜rwbcgmnav
(εmn − εac) (εmn − εav) (εrw − εbc) +
−
∑
abcmnr
g˜acmrzbng˜nrbcg˜mwav
(εmr − εac) (εmw − εav) (εnr − εbc) +∑
abcmnr
g˜acnrzbmgnrbcg˜mwav
(εmw − εav) (εnr − εac) (εnr − εbc) +∑
abcmnr
g˜acnrzbmg˜rwbcg˜mnav
(εmn − εav) (εnr − εac) (εrw − εbc) + c.c.
Z0×3(Dnl) =∑
abcmnr
zang˜bcmrgrwbcg˜mnav
(εmn − εav) (εnw − εav) (εrw − εbc) +
−
∑
abcmnr
zarg˜bcmngnrbcg˜mwav
(εmw − εav) (εrw − εav) (εnr − εbc) +
−
∑
abcmnr
zarg˜bcmngrwbcgmnav
(εmn − εav) (εrw − εav) (εrw − εbc) +∑
abcmnr
zbmg˜acnrgnrcvg˜mwab
(εmw − εab) (εmw − εbv) (εnr − εcv) +
−
∑
abcmnr
zbng˜acmrg˜rwcvg˜mnab
(εmn − εab) (εnw − εbv) (εrw − εcv) +∑
abcmnr
zbrg˜acmng˜nrcvg˜mwab
(εmw − εab) (εrw − εbv) (εnr − εcv) +
12
∑
abcmnr
zbr g˜acmng˜rwcvgmnab
(εmn − εab) (εrw − εbv) (εrw − εcv) + c.c.
Finally, the normalization correction due to valence
triple excitations is defined as
Znorm(Tv) = −1
2
(
N (3)v (Tv) +N
(3)
w (Tv)
)
zwv .
The correction to normalization may be represented as
(the terms denoted c.c. are to be calculated by taking the
hermitian conjugate of all preceding contributions)
N (3)v (Tv) =∑
abmnr
g˜abnr gnrmv gmvab
(εmv − εab) (εnr − εab)2
+
∑
abcmn
g˜bcmn g˜ancv g˜mvab
(εmn − εbc)2 (εmv − εab)
+
∑
abmnr
g˜abnr gnrbm g˜mvav
(εm − εa) (εnr − εab)2
+
∑
abcmn
g˜bcmn ganbc g˜mvav
(εm − εa) (εmn − εbc)2
+
∑
abmnr
g˜abnrg˜rvbmg˜mnav
(εmn − εav) (εnr − εab)2
+
∑
abmnr
g˜abnrg˜rvmvgmnab
(εmn − εab) (εnr − εab)2
+
−
∑
abcmn
g˜bcmngavbcgmnav
(εmn − εav) (εmn − εbc)2
+
−
∑
abcmn
g˜bcmng˜avcvgmnab
(εmn − εab) (εmn − εbc)2
+ c.c.
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